**MISSOURI S&T**  
**TOP SWIMMING TIMES – 2017-18 SEASON**  
*(Through meets of March 17, 2018)*

### 50-yard freestyle (19.82/20.81)
- 20.31 – Chris Betts (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 20.42 – Morgan Meyer (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 21.17 – Colten Becker (2/7 at GLVC)
- 21.30 – Kevin McPherson (10/21 at Lindenwood)
- 21.89 – Max Grogan (2/7 at GLVC)
- 22.19 – Josh Umrysh (11/17 at S&T)
- 22.29 – Max Middendorf (2/7 at GLVC)
- 22.32 – John-Martin Schmidt (11/3 at Drury)

**100-yard freestyle (43.42/45.59)**
- 44.39 – Morgan Meyer (2/10 at GLVC) -- P
- 44.55 – Eirik Nielsen (2/10 at GLVC) -- P
- 45.91 – Kevin McPherson (2/10 at GLVC)
- 46.57 – Colten Becker (2/10 at GLVC)
- 47.11 – Chris Betts (12/19 at DSU)
- 47.15 – John-Martin Schmidt (12/19 at DSU)
- 48.98 – Josh Umrysh (11/18 at S&T)
- 49.54 – Max Grogan (2/10 at GLVC)
- 50.63 – Noah Baden (11/4 at Drury)

**200-yard freestyle (1:35.53/1:40.31)**
- 1:37.32 – Morgan Meyer (2/8 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:39.65 – Kevin McPherson (2/8 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:40.01 – Jared Dachoorden (2/8 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:42.75 – Aaron Taske (2/9 at GLVC)
- 1:43.01 – Eirik Nielsen (10/21 at Lindenwood)
- 1:43.04 – John-Martin Schmidt (12/18 at DSU)
- 1:44.24 – Tim Samuelsen (12/16 at DSU)
- 1:49.31 – Alex Graham (9/29 at Missouri)
- 1:51.81 – Noah Baden (9/29 at Missouri)

**500-yard freestyle (4:22.34/4:35.46)**
- 4:27.51 – Tim Samuelsen (3/9 at NCAA) -- P
- 4:33.88 – Jared Dachoorden (2/9 at GLVC) -- P
- 4:34.37 – Alex Graham (12/17 at DSU) -- P
- 4:36.22 – Aaron Taske (12/17 at DSU)
- 4:39.51 – Kevin McPherson (12/17 at DSU)
- 4:41.05 – John-Martin Schmidt (12/17 at DSU)
- 4:59.34 – Noah Baden (11/17 at S&T)

**1,000-yard freestyle (9:06.21/9:33.52)**
- 8:59.45 – Tim Samuelsen (2/7 at GLVC) – A/SR
- 9:21.85 – Aaron Taske (2/7 at GLVC) – P
- 9:32.49 – Jared Dachoorden (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 9:33.91 – Kevin McPherson (2/7 at GLVC)
- 9:34.94 – Alex Graham (2/7 at GLVC)
- 9:41.99 – Noah Baden (2/7 at GLVC)
- 9:58.87 – John-Martin Schmidt (12/16 at DSU)

**1,650-yard freestyle (15:19:06/16:05.01)**
- 15:08.53 – Tim Samuelsen (3/10 at NCAA) – A/SR
- 15:54.64 – Aaron Taske (2/10 at GLVC) -- P
- 16:02.95 – Alex Graham (2/10 at GLVC) -- P

**100-yard backstroke (46.94/49.28)**
- 49.32 – Ethan Shih (3/8 at NCAA) -- SR
- 49.94 – Dylan Friesz (2/9 at GLVC)
- 51.71 – Stuart Mossop (2/9 at GLVC)
- 53.07 – Colten Becker (12/18 at DSU)
- 55.67 – John-Martin Schmidt (9/29 at Missouri)

**200-yard backstroke (1:44.78/1:50.02)**
- 1:48.06 – Jared Dachoorden (2/10 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:48.52 – Dylan Friesz (2/10 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:51.18 – Ethan Shih (2/10 at GLVC)
- 1:53.59 – Stuart Mossop (12/19 at DSU)
- 1:56.91 – John-Martin Schmidt (12/19 at DSU)

**100-yard breaststroke (52.91/55.56)**
- 55.88 – Josh Umrysh (2/9 at GLVC)
- 56.64 – Alex Chavez (2/9 at GLVC)
- 57.90 – Max Middendorf (2/9 at GLVC)
- 57.91 – Noah Baden (2/9 at GLVC)

**200-yard breaststroke (1:55.13/2:00.88)**
- 2:02.23 – Noah Baden (2/10 at GLVC)
- 2:02.79 – Alex Chavez (2/10 at GLVC)
- 2:05.71 – Josh Umrysh (12/19 at DSU)
- 2:07.83 – Max Middendorf (2/10 at GLVC)

**100-yard butterfly (46.79/49.13)**
- 48.11 – Eirik Nielsen (2/8 at GLVC) -- P/SR
- 48.23 – Morgan Meyer (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 48.85 – Kevin McPherson (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 49.30 – Ethan Shih (2/8 at GLVC)
- 49.46 – Aaron Taske (12/18 at DSU)
- 49.94 – Colten Becker (2/8 at GLVC)
- 49.97 – Chris Betts (2/8 at GLVC)
- 51.01 – Josh Umrysh (2/8 at GLVC)
- 52.29 – Dylan Friesz (2/8 at GLVC)
- 54.90 – Alex Graham (9/29 at Missouri)

**200-yard butterfly (1:45.11/1:50.37)**
- 1:47.42 – Aaron Taske (3/9 at NCAA) – P/SR
- 1:50.78 – Ethan Shih (12/19 at DSU)
- 1:51.92 – Alex Graham (2/9 at GLVC)
- 1:54.65 – Eirik Nielsen (11/18 at S&T)
- 1:58.19 – Dylan Friesz (12/19 at DSU)

**200-yard individual medley (1:46.34/1:51.66)**
- 1:48.56 – Eirik Nielsen (2/7 at GLVC) -- P/SR
- 1:49.75 – Ethan Shih (2/7 at GLVC) -- P
- 1:54.11 – Josh Umrysh (10/21 at Lindenwood)
- 1:55.63 – Stuart Mossop (27 at GLVC)
- 1:55.34 – Alex Chavez (2/7 at GLVC)

**400-yard individual medley (3:49.91/4:01.40)**
- 4:04.60 – Stuart Mossop (2/8 at GLVC)
- 4:04.90 – Alex Graham (2/8 at GLVC)
- 4:13.69 – Alex Chavez (2/8 at GLVC)
- 4:19.70 – Josh Umrysh (10/21 at Lindenwood)

**200-yard medley relay (1:29.46)**
- 1:29.85 – Ethan Shih, Josh Umrysh, Eirik Nielsen, Chris Betts (2/7 at GLVC)

**400-yard medley relay (3:18.24)**
- 3:16.54 – Ethan Shih, Josh Umrysh, Eirik Nielsen, Morgan Meyer (3/8 at NCAA) -- P

**200-yard freestyle relay (1:21.52)**
- 1:21.65 – Chris Betts, Kevin McPherson, Colten Becker, Morgan Meyer (2/8 at GLVC)

**400-yard freestyle relay (2:59.79)**

**800-yard freestyle relay (6:40.02)**
- 6:33.11 – Kevin McPherson, Eirik Nielsen, Ethan Shih, Morgan Meyer (3/9 at NCAA) -- P

---

A – NCAA Division II automatic qualifying time
P – NCAA Division II provisional qualifying time